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Application
The G Series range of Transfer Grilles are suitable for
installation in Doors, Walls and Partitions, where the
transfer of air from room to room is required.

Description
Within our range of Transfer Grilles, there are three designs
of frame and four styles of core providing flexibility of
installation, choice of appearance and functionality. In its
most simplest format, one of the three steel cores can be
supplied loose for beading into the aperture, alternatively
the core can be supplied with a ‘U’ channel panel frame.
When mounted into a door, our telescopic frame can
facilitate a door thickness between 28 and 52mm, with light
tight or vision proof cores to meet the application
requirement.
Model GPS is a Pressed Steel Grille suitable for use with a
selection of time rated fire blocks and complies to BS 476
part 20.

Fixing
Cores only are supplied loose for beading into position by
others, cores with panel frames are available with or without
screw holes. The standard fixing method for both the
telescopic frame and pressed steel grille is screw fixing
through the face.

Finish
Our range of Transfer Grilles is available as standard,
powder coated in RAL 9010 Matt White. Please refer to the
product coding section within this brochure for a list of
other standard finishes. Special finishes are available upon
request.
All grilles are pre-treated utilising a six stage phosphate
conversion process conforming to ISO 9171 prior to being
powder coated in accordance with BS 6496.
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Note: The items shown in red print above and below in the code example are the standard option for this product.
Unless shown otherwise on any quotation or order the units will be supplied in this configuration.

Example of Order Codes
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Pressure drops for the ‘V’ cores are for the grilles installed
in doors as door transfer grilles. Pressure drops for ‘L’
core include entrance loss as well as resistance due to
two cores placed side to side. The face velocity through
return grilles with 'V' core should not exceed 2m/s.

This table should be used in conjunction with the diffuser
core area chart which relates nominal sizes of a diffuser or
grille to core area.
(See dimensional data.)
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GPSA General Notes
1. The data is based on installation in a partition
between two rooms with a pressed steel grille either
side of the intumescent fire block.
2. The value Ae is the effective face area and is used to
relate the face velocity to the air flow passing through
the transfer grille.
3. Face velocity is directly related to the pressure loss
across the transfer grille assembly,and also
determines the noise correction from the values given
in the data. The NR values are based upon a face
velocity of 2 m/s and allow a room RA of 8db.
4. Selection of the transfer grille assembly is required to
achieve acceptable pressure loss and noise level at
the required air flow.
5. The NR selection should be made at least 5db lower
than the room NR to allow for other noise sources.
6. If the room RA is likely to be less than 8 then the
selection will need to be made at lower NR values to
allow for this.
7. The following chart should be used as a starting
point for selection of the GPSA,and gives a likely
value of face velocity.

GPSA Sample Sections
Example 1

Transfer 150 l/s from an office (NR35) to a toilet area. Select for
NR30 at 2.1 m/s so Ae = 0.15 / 2.1 = 0.071 m²
So a possible selection is 400 × 200 (Ae = 0.072)
At 2.1 m/s,NR connection = +2 so Unit NR= 28 + 2 = 30,RA = 8
Pressure Drop = 26 Pa [formula:Ps = 6x(F.Vel)²]
Example 2
Same as 1 but with a maximum pressure drop of 15 Pa.
From Ps chart,Maximum Face Velocity = 1.6 m/s
So minimum Ae = 0.15 / 1.6 = 0.094 m²
A possible selection is 350 × 300 (Ae = 0.095 m²)
NR = 28 – 6 = 22 (with RA = 8)
Toilet NR will be approximately NR22 + 8 = NR30 (RA = 0)
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Transfer Grilles GPSA,GPSB,GDE,GDV and GDL
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Transfer Grilles GOL,GUL,GOE,GUE,GOV and GUV

